Skillsoft’s Global Code of Conduct Solution

Skillsoft’s new Global Code of Conduct is a customizable solution that allows every organization to optimize their code of conduct training.

THE SOLUTION OFFERS:

• 27 content modules in 30+ languages that provide the knowledge and skills necessary to identify and understand the risks associated with a broad spectrum of compliance issues

• A unique, rigorous training methodology – based on neuroscience – that demonstrates how employees can properly address critical concerns and make the right decisions as they go about their work

EASY INTEGRATION

• As part of Skillsoft’s broader compliance and risk mitigation portfolio, the Global Code of Conduct solution integrates with the Skillsoft Percipio Compliance learning management system, as well as other third-party platforms

UNIQUE SCALABILITY AND CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

ORGANIZATIONS MAY INCORPORATE:

• An introductory message from key stakeholders that helps to set the tone from the top;

• A corporate mission statement, policy language, and reporting procedure details to make the learning experience focused and in line with their unique training objectives; and

• Easy customization at a lower cost and shorter time to market because of Skillsoft’s HTML-based content.

Pair cinematic-quality video content with concise instructional material to set the tone for conducting business in a legal and ethical manner.

Communicate who you are as an organization, as well as the behaviors you require of your employees and business associates.
HIGHLY INTERACTIVE COURSES THAT ENHANCE LEARNING RETENTION

- Course content provides practical guidance and relevant examples that help employees deal with important ethical and conduct issues.
- All courses have clear, tangible learning objectives that are met through an engaging presentation of information, practice opportunities, and evaluation.
- Within the course template, each risk area is introduced with a video scenario and is further explored through brief instructional messaging that is reinforced with skill-building questions.
- A final test, which includes a Code of Conduct certification/attestation question, is presented at the conclusion of the material.

TOP RISK TOPICS

- Anti-bribery
- Antitrust
- Avoiding Conflicts of Interest
- Avoiding Discrimination and Promoting Diversity
- Business Ethics
- Cybersecurity
- Data Privacy and Information Security
- Gifts, Gratuities, and Entertainment
- Insider Dealing
- Preventing Harassment and Promoting Respect
- Promoting Reports of Misconduct
- Protection of Company Information/Intellectual Property

SKILLSOFT’S GLOBAL CODE OF CONDUCT SOLUTION IS AVAILABLE TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS.

Contact sales today for customization options.